Bird B Gone Solar Bird Chase Super Sonic™ is a programmable outdoor sound deterrent used to deter birds from large open spaces. Birds hear on the same level of humans and do not hear ultrasonic noises. Solar Bird Chase Super Sonic™ features actual distress and predator calls from over 24 types of birds. These sounds are broadcast in two minute to ten minute intervals alerting birds of danger. When birds hear these calls, their natural instinct is to flee the area.

**Bird Species**
- Pigeons, crows, seagulls, woodpeckers, starlings, grackles, geese

**Bird Pressure**
- Light to Medium

**Where to Use**
- Rooftops, warehouses, semi-enclosed areas, open fields, storage facilities, backyards, courtyards, loading docks, gardens, patios, parks, golf courses, pool areas, and more.

**BEFORE FIRST USE**
Before first use, ensure the Solar Bird Chase Super Sonic™ is fully charged. To charge the Sonic, plug-in to a standard wall outlet using an AC charger (included) for at least two (2) hours or leave in direct sunlight for at least eight (8) hours.

**LOCATION**
Face the Solar Bird Chase Super Sonic™ towards your pest bird problem in a location that receives six (6) or more hours of direct sunlight per day. The Sonic will continuously charge in the sun, allowing it to operate all day. If you do not have a suitable location in the sun, the Sonic can also be plugged into a standard wall outlet using an AC charger (included).

**ON/OFF**
The Sonic features a light sensor (located inside the control panel door) that will turn the Sonic off once it becomes dark outside. To turn the Sonic on, press the On/Off button.

**SETTINGS**
Choose the proper setting for the bird species you are trying to deter. Press the SEL+ and SEL- until the correct species is shown on the display panel. Use the “General” setting for non-preset bird species.

- Crow - 5
- General - 7
- Goose - 8
- Grackle - 4
- Pigeon - 1
- Starling - 2
- Woodpecker - 3

**PLAY**
Set the Sonic volume to 3. Press Play to start the unit. It may take between 5-10 seconds for the Sonic to begin playing distress calls. Once the Sonic is running, increase the volume to desired level.

**MAINTENANCE/CARE**
Solar Bird Chase Super Sonic™ is weatherproof and can be left outdoors. Be sure to keep the solar panel clean and clear of debris. Wipe dirt and water off the solar panel using a soft towel or rag. DO NOT USE AC CHARGER IN INCLEMENT WEATHER.

**Have installation questions?**
Call Bird•B•Gone® at 949.472.3122 or 800.392.6915